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Abstract—Anti-tobacco mass media campaigns are designed
to influence tobacco users. It has been proved campaigns will
produce their changes in awareness, knowledge, and attitudes,
and also produce meaningful behavior change of audience.
Anti-smoking television advertising is the most important part
in the campaign. Meanwhile nowadays successful online social
networks are creating new media environment, however little is
known about the relation between social conversations and antitobacco campaigns. This paper aims to infer social influence
of these campaigns, and the problem is formally referred to
as the “Social Influence inference of anti-Tobacco mass mEdia
campaigns” (S ITE) problem. To address the S ITE problem, a
novel influence inference framework, “TV Advertising Social
Influence Estimation” (A SIE), is proposed based on our analysis
of two anti-tobacco campaigns. A SIE divides audience attitudes
towards TV ads into three distinct stages: (1) Cognitive, (2)
Affective and (3) Conative. Audience online reactions at each of
these three stages are depicted by A SIE with specific probabilistic
models based on the synergistic influences from both online social
friends and offline TV ads. Extensive experiments demonstrate
the effectiveness of A SIE.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Smoking remains the leading cause of preventable death
and disease in the United States, killing more than 480,000
Americans each year (CDC, 2015). Anti-tobacco mass media
campaigns are conducted to build public awareness of the
immediate health damage caused by smoking and encourage
smokers to quit. Their influence on smoking behavior has been
comprehensively studied. It has been found that anti-tobacco
mass media campaigns are associated with reductions in
tobacco use [10], [26]. Among all media used in a campaign,
anti-tobacco television advertising is the most important part.
Meanwhile, successful online social networks have created
a new media environment and are playing increasing important roles in these anti-tobacco campaigns. Social media can
amplify the effect of TV exposures to gain a larger audience. Moreover, they can provide campaigns with important
feedback on perceived effectiveness of a TV ad. However
little is known about how anti-tobacco campaigns are related
to the social media conversation, and what extent the social
conversation stimulates further engagement with the campaign.
Motivated by this, in this paper, we will learn the information propagation process from two anti-tobacco mass media
campaigns: “CDC Tips” and “Legacy Truth”, and understand
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different roles played by traditional (TV advertising) and social
conversation (Tweets) in each campaign. This problem is
proposed as the “Social Influence inference of anti-Tabcco
mass mEdia campaigns(S ITE)” problem.
Our paper is the first to study the relation between antitobacco campaigns, mainly TV ads, and social activities in
computer science area. It is very different from existing works
on TV advertising studies in various disciplines, such as
social science [27], marketing [5] and advertising [22]. Our
research is also distinct from existing works about Social
TV in human-computer interaction area. For example, [25]
explores motivations for live-tweeting across a season of a
television show.
Besides its importance and novelty, the S ITE problem
is very challenging to solve due to the following reasons:
(1)Audience Attitude Modeling: An effective modeling of the
audience attitudes toward the TV advertising is the prerequisite
for inferring the potential social activities of the audience
regarding the ads. (2) Synergistic Influence from Multiple
Sources: audience can receive information about the campaign
from multiple sources, including both offline TV advertising
programs and online social friends. A new diffusion model
which can effectively fuses the synergistic effects of these
diverse influence sources on audience is needed.
To resolve these two challenges in the S ITE problem, a new
TV ads influence inference framework, “TV Advertisements
Social Influence Estimation” (A SIE), is introduced in this
paper. From the perspective of psychology [12] [4], A SIE
divides audience reactions and attitudes toward TV ads into
three distinct stages: (1) Cognitive, (2) Affective and (3)
Conative. Furthermore, A SIE depicts online audience actions
on different stages with three specific probabilistic models.
These synergistic influences from both offline TV ads and
audience online friends are effectively fused in A SIE with the
Poisson binomial distribution. Various parameters involved in
the probabilistic distribution models can be learned automatically from historical data in A SIE.
II. A NTI -S MOKING M ASS M EDIA C AMPAIGNS
An anti-tobacco campaign refers to a series of ads programs
that are broadcast through different media channels to build
public awareness of the immediate health damage caused by

TABLE I: Twitter Statistic Summary
Legacy Truth
Aug. 1 - Oct. 31
59,605
45,676
47,852
1.246
30,275
480
14,857,309

Fig. 1: “Time window” example
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smoking and encourage smokers to quit. Campaigns usually
combine online channels, e.g., online social media, and offline
channels, like the TV broadcasting, radio and print publications, which TV ads is the most important part among them.
In this paper we evaluate two anti-tobacco campaigns upon
data collected from both the TV ads records and the Twitter
social network .
A. Data Analysis Settings
The TV broadcasting information is provided by the agency
which conduct the campaign. Each ad record in the TV dataset
contains its broadcasting time and its Nielson rating. Nielsen
ratings are the audience measurement systems to determine
the TV audience size and one single national ratings point
represents 1% of the total number, or 1, 156, 000 households
for the 2013-14 season [1]. The Twitter posts related to the
advertising campaign are collected using a large number of
correlated keywords and hashtags by the data company GNIP1 .
After getting the raw data from GNIP, we cleaned the data
manually to remove the irrelevant tweets. The authors of
crawled tweets are regarded as infected users, whose social
connections are further crawled with the public API provided
by Twitter.
To measure the relationship between the number of related
tweets and the corresponding TV ad ratings, different correlation metrics are applied, including both the Pearson and
Spearman correlation coefficients. In statistics, the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient (PPMC) [11] measures the linear correlation between two variables, giving a value between +1
and 1 inclusive, where 1 is total positive correlation, 0 is
no correlation, and 1 is total negative correlation. While the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient [8] assesses how well
the relationship between two variables can be described using
a monotonic function. If there are no repeated data values, a
perfect Spearman correlation of +1 or 1 occurs when each
of the variables is a perfect monotone function of the other.
Let the time window d (with length td ) denote the time range
before a tweet is posted. For example, as Fig. 1 shows, if tweet
b is posted by user u at 2 pm, and we set td = 1 hour, its time
window will be db = [1pm, 2pm]. While td = inf inte means
we trace back to the start time of the entire campaign. The set
of TV ads aired within the time window is represented as Sbtv ,
and the tweets set is Sbsn , which includes all tweets posted
by u’s social friends. In addition, exposures set is denoted
as Sb = Sbtv [ Sbsn , where Sb = ; implies u receives no
1 https://gnip.com
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Fig. 2: Correlations between Tweets Amount and TV rating
of “CDC Tips”
exposures at all. In the example, Sbtv = {TV ad 2, TV ad 3},
Sbsn = {tweet a} and Sb = {TV ad 2, TV ad 3, tweet a}.
We gather all the tweets whose exposure set is not empty, i.e.
Mtd = {b|Sb 6= ;} and calculate its proportion among all the
|M |
crawled tweets (of size N ), i.e. Ptd = Ntd , where N is the
number of all tweets. This proportion indicates the percent of
users who have the chance to get information about campaigns
during td . Similarly, we can get the ratios Pttv
and Ptsn
to
d
d
denote the proportion of users who receive the exposures from
TV and online friends respectively.
Now we can analyze the two anti-tobacco campaigns based
on the above measurements.
B. CDC Tips
The first advertising campaign is “Tips from Former Smokers 2013”, launched by Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), and it is hereinafter referred as the “CDC
Tips” for simplicity. The “CDC Tips” was the federal government’s first nationwide effort to use paid advertising to
promote smoking cessation. The “CDC Tips” campaign began
on March 1 and ended at June 23 in 2013, which contained
10 different stories from 10 former smokers.
We crawled the tweets related to the “CDC Tips”, and their
authors’ profile from Twitter. The basic statistical information
is available in the “CDC Tips” column of Table I. In summary,
this campaign generated a total of 146,759 tweets related to
the televised ads, i.e., 1,277 tweets per day on average.
1. Is audience reaction in Twitter correlated with the TV
ratings? Fig. 2 shows the number of tweets and TV ratings
for the entire campaign and different stories. Both the Pearson
correlation coefficient (0.64) and Spearman rank correlation
(0.83) report a strong positive relationship between ratings and
tweets in Fig. 2(a). As shown in Fig. 2(b), among all stories
of “CDC Tips”, “Terrie” exhibited the strongest correlation in
both the Pearson correlation coefficient (0.64) and Spearman
rank correlation (0.80).
2. Does audience react immediately after being exposed
to TV ads and tweets? We change the length of time window
td and calculate the user proportion of who can get information
from TV, Twitter and either way, which can be represented as
the ratios Pttv
, Ptsn
and Ptd respectively. The statistical results
d
d
with different time windows are shown in Fig. 4(a), which
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Fig. 4: Proportion of users who can get exposures with
different time windows
counters the intuition that people will tweet as soon as they see
these exposures. When the td is 1 hour, more than 70% of the
users cannot receive any kind of exposure, i.e., Sb = ;. Until
td is extended to 12 hours, the majority (93.2%) of the users
can get campaign messages, but mostly from the offline TV
ads. The information obtained from the online social network
is very limited, and even tracing backward for 3 days, only
one quarter (25.4%) of the users can receive exposures from
their social friends. This may be the result of that “CDC Tips”
did not do much online marketing in the Twitter network.
C. Legacy Truth
The other campaign, “Legacy Truth”, is launched by American Legacy Foundation (Legacy), which is national public health organization devoted to tobacco-use prevention.
“Legacy Truth” is actually a year-round advertising campaign,
and we only take one segment of the campaign during
August 11 and October 28 in 2013. “Legacy Truth” paid
the majority of their attentions on traditional TV advertising,
and also broadcast their ads during the 2013 MTV Video
Music Awards. Meanwhile it also initiated the explorations
of disseminating their campaign information through online
social media by promoting specific hashtags, and inviting some
celebrities to join in the activities.
As shown in Table I, 59, 605 tweets correlated to the
campaign are crawled from August 11 to October 28, 2013. On
average, 647.88 tweets are posted on each day. Significantly,
76.6% of the tweets are generated by retweeting. Similar to the
“CDC Tips” part, we also analyze the “Legacy Truth” dataset
from the following two directions:
1. Is audience reaction in Twitter correlated with the
TV rating? For the “Legacy Truth” dataset, we also measure
the correlation between TV ratings and the number of tweets
based on the Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients
respectively. The result is shown in the small plot at the
upper right corner of Fig. 3, where TV rating reached a high
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peak on Aug, 24 since “Legacy Truth” ads were aired during
2013 MTV Video Music Awards. Moreover, the number of
tweets post also rose dramatically and reached the peak at
28, 958 on August 25 as some music stars were also discussing
about “#Truth” in Twitter at the same time. The Pearson
correlation coefficient (0.48) and Spearman rank correlation
(0.79) demonstrate that the TV ratings and tweets amount have
strong correlation. The peak point in data makes the relation
in other normal days not obvious. Therefore, we set the limit
of tweets number axis as 600, and as shown in the main figure
of Fig. 3, the strong correlation between TV rating and tweets
can be observed.
2. Does audience react immediately after being exposed
to TV broadcasting and tweets? Fig. 4(b) shows the proportion of tweets’ authors who can be influenced by TV and social
media exposures with different time windows. Unlike “CDC
Tips”, most users (75.1%) can receive campaign message in
1 hour in the “Legacy Truth”, because of its intense TV
advertising. Moreover, the ratio of users to receive exposures
from their social friends is also high, since this campaign made
an effort on viral marketing. However, it is interesting that even
when td is 3, two ways of spreading information still cannot
cover all users, which means a small part of users (2.5%) get
information through other channels.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
After analyzing two anti-tobacco campaigns preliminary,
we propose our model to further study how TV ads affect
social conversations. In this section, we begin with some
important concepts mentioned in the paper and then formulate
the problem.
As the analysis above, an anti-tobacco campaign C mainly
utilizes both offline public media (TV advertising) and online
social media to help influence more. In TV advertising, antitobacco ads are televised repeatedly to build the awareness
of health damage caused by tobacco use. Each repetition
is regarded as one TV appearance and they comprise a TV
stream.
D EFINITION 1: TV Appearance: A TV appearance a is
defined as a vector a = (⌧a , ra ), where ⌧a is a’s displayed
time and ra represents a’s TV rating. Since audience will not
wait to see the ads, the TV rating ra is only correlated with
a’s displayed time ⌧a .
D EFINITION 2: TV Stream: The TV stream is the list of
TV appearances S tv = (a1 , a2 , . . . , am ), where m is the size
of TV stream.
To formalize social media conversation, we first model the
Twitter network. In the social network, each post related to the
campaign C, is regarded as a social network (SN) appearance.
All of related SN appearances compose SN stream.
D EFINITION 3: Online Social Network (OSN): An online
social network is a graph G = (V, E), where a node u 2
V represents a user, and a directed edge e = (u, v) 2 E
represents user v follows user u.
D EFINITION 4: Social Network (SN) Appearance: A SN
appearance is defined as a post related to C, denoted as

b = (⌧b , wb ), where ⌧b is the posting time of b and wb 2 V
represents the author, who is activated at ⌧b .
D EFINITION 5: SN Stream: The SN stream is the list of
related SN appearances S sn = (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn ), where n is the
size of the SN stream.
Based on the above definitions, we formally define the
problem.
D EFINITION 6: Social Influence inference of antiTobacco mass mEdia campaigns (S ITE) Problem: Given
an anti-tobacco mass media campaign C, with its TV stream
S tv and the SN stream S sn based on the social network
G = (V, E), the aim of S ITE problem is to predict the number
of SN appearances N⌧ related to C at time ⌧ .
IV. M ODEL F RAMEWORK
In this section, we develop a novel model: TV Advertising
Social Influence Estimation (A SIE) Model, to estimate social
influence caused by anti-tobacco campaigns and predict how
many users will be activated by incorporating the TV ads effect
and social friends influence.
As we noted above, existing information diffusion models
which take external events into consideration are proposed for
news and popular social trends. However these models cannot
be applied directly on our research, because the aim of antitobacco campaign is different and audience feelings evoked by
campaigns is more complicated. Since the consumer attitude
has been extensively researched in psychology and marketing
area, our A SIE model is designed based on classical model
mentioned in both social psychology [12] and marketing
theories [4] [7]. The theory defines that user attitude has three
stages: Cognitive, Affective and Conative. We modify these
stages to fit our case and explain them in detail as following.
D EFINITION 7: Cognitive: At first audience become knowledge aware. In the A SIE model, this stage represents that users
gather knowledge from TV and SN appearances.
D EFINITION 8: Affective: This stage ensures audience
having strong feelings on the advertising. In the A SIE model,
affective means TV and SN appearances have greatly impressed users.
D EFINITION 9: Conative: On this stage, audience have
tendency to take action toward C. In the viral marketing, the
action is defined as posting tweets related to C.
User attitude toward a TV appearance a and SN appearances
b are different, thus we discuss them separately and aggregate
all appearances at last. Notations and description at three
stages are listed in Table II.
A. TV appearances
We first focus on user attitude toward a specific TV appearance a. This part introduces the events on three stages
sequentially.
Cognitive. At the cognitive stage, htv,a
denotes whether
u
user u watches TV appearance a at its broadcasting time ⌧a ,
formally defined as
⇢
1
if u watches a at ⌧a
tv,a
hu =
0
otherwise
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Since htv,a
is a binary valued variable, it is drawn from
u
Bernoulli distribution with mean ↵utv,a [20], i.e.
htv,a
⇠ Bernoulli(↵utv,a )
u

The value of ↵utv,a depends on the factors which affect the
probability of a TV appearance being watched. An intuitive
thinking is the TV rating, which indicates its audience size.
A high TV rating implies more audience have watched it
and the probability of an individual receiving information is
higher. Therefore the value of ↵utv,a is positive related to ra .
However, comparing with SN appearances from friends which
are definitely shown on user u’s homepages, high TV rating
cannot ensure user u watched this TV appearance. Thus we
define a parameter ⌘tv 2 (0, 1), which indicates the conversion
rate of one TV appearance’s rating to the chance it being
watched by the individual. ⌘ tv should change with different
people, such as one’s habit of watching TV. However, since
we do not have further information of activated users, we infer
the average value of ⌘ tv . Therefore we choose the following
function to calculate ↵utv,a .
↵utv,a = ra ⇥ ⌘ tv

(1)

where we normalize the value of ra in [0, 1] to make sure
↵utv,a 2 [0, 1].
Affective. User emotion to this TV appearance is evoked
tv,a
at the affective stage. Similar to the stage of cognitive, lu,⌧
represents whether u is impressed by TV appearance a at time
⌧ , and is also drawn from a Bernoulli distribution with the
tv,a
mean u,⌧
.
⇢
1
if u is impressed by a at ⌧
tv,a
lu,⌧
=
0
otherwise
tv,a
lu,⌧
⇠ Bernoulli(

tv,a
u,⌧ )

tv,a
The value of u,⌧
indicates the probability of u is impressed
by a at ⌧ . It varies with the time lapse (⌧
⌧a ), since
time effaces memory. The longer time interval is, the less
tv,a
impression the appearance leaves. Therefore the value of u,⌧
is negative correlated to (⌧ ⌧a ).
tv,a
u,⌧

= ✓tv e

✓ tv (⌧

⌧a )

(2)

tv

where the exponential function e ✓ (⌧ ⌧a ) is used to describe
the decay of time effect, and ✓tv is the parameter will be
learned in the next part.
Conative. If u watches a and u is also impressed by a, u
maybe intends to discuss C in social networks, which we say
u is influenced by a, represented as:
⇢
1
if u is influenced by a at ⌧
tv,a
gu,⌧
=
0
otherwise
gutv,a ⇠ Bernoulli(

tv,a
u,⌧ )

Based on our assumption, we define the influence probability.
D EFINITION 10: Influence probability: The probability of
u being influenced by TV appearance a is
P (u is influenced by a at ⌧ )
=P (u watches a) ⇥ P (u is impressed by a at ⌧ ))

TABLE II: Notations and description at three stages
Kind

Stage

Description

Probability

Distribution

u watches a.

P (htv,a
= 1)
u

Bernoulli (↵tv,a
)
u

ra , ⌘ tv

Affective

u is impressed by a at time ⌧ .
u is influenced by a at time ⌧ .

Cognitive

u notices b.

Affective

u is impressed by b at time ⌧ .

Conative

u is influenced by b at time ⌧ .

tv,a
Bernoulli( u,⌧
)
tv,a
Bernoulli ( u,⌧
)
Bernoulli (↵sn,b
)
u
sn,b
Bernoulli( u,⌧
)
sn,b
Bernoulli ( u,⌧
)

⌧

Conative

tv,a
P (lu,⌧
tv,a
P (gu,⌧
P (hsn,b
u
sn,b
P (lu,⌧
sn,b
P (gu,⌧

Cognitive
TV appearance a

SN appearance b
All

Aggregation

u is activated by k appearances at ⌧ .

From the definition, we get the value of
tv,a
u,⌧

tv,a
u,⌧ :

tv,a
tv,a
= P (gu,⌧
= 1) = P (htv,a
= 1) ⇥ P (lu,⌧
= 1)
u

= ↵utv,a ⇥

tv,a
u,⌧

B. SN appearances

= ra ⇥ ⌘ tv ⇥ ✓tv e

✓ tv (⌧

⌧a )

(3)

The other type of exposures in the A SIE model is Social
Network(SN) appearance. Similar to a TV appearance, the
attitude of user u toward a SN appearance b from a friend
in the network can be divided into three stages.
Cognitive. Like the case of TV appearances, hsn,b
indicates
u
whether u notices SN appearance b and it obeys Bernoulli
distribution with the mean ↵usn,b .
⇢
1
if u notices b
sn,b
hu =
0
otherwise
hsn,b
⇠ Bernoulli(↵usn,b )
u

(4)

where the social link strength !(wb , u) is estimated by Jaccard
similarity coefficient in this paper.
Affective. This stage considers whether user u has an
impression on b at time ⌧ . It is modeled as a coin flip trail
sn,b
sn,b
lu,⌧
, and the success probability is u,⌧
.
⇢
1
if u is impressed by b at ⌧ .
sn,b
lu,⌧
=
0
otherwise
sn,b
lu,⌧
⇠ Bernoulli(

sn,b
u,⌧ )

Similar to TV appearances, whether u is impressed by b
lies on the time lapse ⌧ ⌧b . A tweet posted long time ago
sn,b
has a higher probability to be forgotten. So the value of u,⌧
is negative correlated to the time lapse ⌧ ⌧b .
sn,b
u

= ✓sn e

✓ sn (⌧

⌧b )

= 1)
= 1)
= 1)
= 1)

(5)

where ✓sn will be learned from data in the next part.
Conative. At this stage, influenced by b, user u may repost a
sn,b
tweet or post his own opinion in online social networks. gu,⌧
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⌧a

↵tv,a
⇥
u

tv,a
u,⌧

!(wb , u)
⌧

⌧b

↵sn,b
⇥
u

Poisson binomial

Fu,⌧ (k)

sn,b
u,⌧

represents whether u is influenced by b. It is drawn from a
sn,b
Bernoulli distribution with mean u,⌧
.
⇢
1
if u is influenced by b at ⌧ .
sn,b
gu,⌧
=
0
otherwise
gusn,b ⇠ Bernoulli(

sn,b
)
u

We define the influence probability which is the same with
TV appearance, as u is influenced by b when u notices b and
is greatly impressed by b.
P (u is influenced by b at ⌧.)
=P (u notices b.) ⇥ P (u is impressed by bat ⌧.)
From the definition, we calculate the
sn,b
u,⌧

sn,b
u,⌧ :

sn,b
sn,b
=P (gu,⌧
= 1) = P (hsn,b
= 1) ⇥ P (lu,⌧
= 1)
u

= ↵usn,b ⇥

sn,b
The value of ↵u,⌧
relies on the closeness of two users.
If u and b’s author wb are close friends, u will pay more
attention on wb ’s posts and has a high probability of seeing b.
Therefore the value of ↵usn,b is positive correlated to the social
link strength !(wb , u) and it is calculated as

↵usn,b = !(wb , u)

= 1)

Deciding Factors

sn,b
u,⌧

= !(wb , u) ⇥ ✓sn e

✓ sn (⌧

⌧b )

(6)

C. Appearance Aggregation

In the real situation, to build brand familiarity, TV ads are
usually broadcast repeatedly and users in social networks will
receive ads messages from their different friends. Advertising
research [28] shows potential consumers must be exposed
several times before they start to form an opinion about a
product or service. Therefore in the A SIE model, impressive
appearances are aggregated to activate users taking social
actions.
tv
At time ⌧ , the TV stream of u is Su,⌧
, with the size mtv
u,⌧
which includes all TV appearances displayed before ⌧ . For
tv
tv,a
each a 2 Su,⌧
, P (gu,⌧
= 1) is the probability of u can be
influenced by a, calculated according to (3). Similarly, u’s SN
sn
stream Su,⌧
, with the size ntv
u,⌧ , contains all SN appearances
sn
posted by u’s friends and before ⌧ and each b 2 Su,⌧
has an
sn,b
influence probability P (gu,⌧ = 1) calculated by (6).
tv
Su,⌧
= {a|⌧a < ⌧ } ,

sn
Su,⌧
= {b|⌧b < ⌧ ^ (wb , u) 2 E}

tv
sn
When ⌧ is fixed, Su,⌧
, Su,⌧
and the influence probability
of each appearance are determined. The aggregation process
determines how many appearances can influence u [21]. The
event that u is influenced by k appearances out of total m + n
obeys Poisson binomial distribution. The success probability
can be calculated as
X Y
Y
m+n
Fu,⌧
(k) =
pi
(1 pj )
(7)
B2Fk i2B

j2B c

where pi is influence probability of appearance i. Fk is
the set of all subsets of k integers that can be selected
from {1, 2, 3, . . . , m + n}. B c is the complement of B, i.e.
B c = {1, 2, 3, . . . , m + n} \ B.
We divide set B into TV appearance set B tv and SN
appearance set B tv , i.e. B = B tv + B sn . Similarly, B c =
B c,tv + B c,sn . Therefore, (7) can represented as
m+n

Fu,⌧

(k) =

X

Y

Y

tv

pi

sn

pj

j2B sn

B2Fk i2B tv

Y

tv

(1

pi )

Y

(1

j2B c,sn

i2B c,tv

sn

pj )

(8)

Let Pu,⌧ be the probability that u took social action at ⌧ .
Pu,⌧ =

m+n
X

m+n
Fu,⌧
(k)

Moreover let N⌧ be the number of posts related to the ads at
⌧ , which is our aim to predict. Based on (8) and (9),
X

Pu,⌧ =

u2V

=

X m+n
X

m+n

Fu,⌧

(k)

u2V k=1

X m+n
X X

Y

tv

pi

Y

j2B sn

u2V k=1 B2Fm i2B tv

Y

sn

pj

tv

(1

pi )

Y

(1

j2B c,sn

i2B c,tv

sn

pj )

(10)

D. Parameters Inference
With the TV stream, SN stream and social network structure, parameters ⌘ tv , ✓tv and ✓sn in the A SIE model can
be inferred. Review the information we are given: for a TV
appearance a, we know its displayed time ⌧a and its TV rating
ra , while for a SN appearance b, we know the author wb and
the posted time ⌧b , also regarded as wb ’s activated time. The
objective is to learn the value of ⌘ tv , ✓tv and ✓sn .
We regard each day as a timestamp and summarize the
number of posts in each day as the ground truth, denoted
as N⌧⇤ . Therefore the inferring strategy is maximizes the
likelihood of N⌧ , which is calculated based on (10) in A SIE
model. The log-likelihood function is :
n
X

lnL(N⌧1 , N⌧2 , · · · , N⌧n |⌘ tv , ✓ tv , ✓ sn ) =

i=1

ln(N⌧i |⌘ tv , ✓ tv , ✓ sn )

where n is the total number of days. Therefore our objective
function is
⌘ tv , ✓ tv , ✓ sn = argmax lnL(·)
= argmax

N
X

u=1

⇣ Y

ptv
a

ptv
i =

tv,i
u,⌧

a2B tv

psn
j =
s.t.

ln

Y

b2B sn

u,⌧
X nX
X

u2V m=1 B2Fm

psn
b

Y

(1

= !(wb , u) ⇥ ✓ sn e

Y

j2B c,sn

i2B c,tv

= ra ⇥ ⌘ tv ⇥ ✓ tv e

sn,j
u,⌧

ptv
i )
✓ tv (⌧
✓

sn

(⌧

(1

psn
j )

⌘

V. E XPERIMENT
In this section, extensive experiments have been done on
two anti-tobacco mass media campaigns mentioned in Section
2, “CDC Tips” and “Legacy Truth”, to test the effectiveness
of A SIE in inferring the social influence of the campaigns.
A. Experiment Settings

(9)

k=1

N⌧ =

When extending the above equations according to (11), we
find these are transcendental functions and not solvable in
closed form. The approximate solutions will be obtained in
the experiment section using available optimization toolkit.

(11)

⌧a )
⌧b )

⌘ tv , ✓ tv , ✓ sn 2 [0, 1]

To obtain the MLE of a 3-dimensional vector parameter
(⌘ tv , ✓tv , ✓sn ), we must solve the following likelihood equation: (lnL)0 = 0. It can be proceeded the following equations
iteratively until the results converge.
@lnL
@lnL
@lnL
= 0,
=0,
=0
tv
tv
@⌘
@✓
@✓sn
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Comparison Methods: Since we are the first to study this
problem, there are barely other algorithms can be compared
with. We compare our method against the following baselines.
• A SIE : A SIE is the method proposed in this paper, which
predicts the number of related tweets by influence from
both TV ads and social friends.
• A SIE -TV: A SIE -TV method predicts user behavior based
on A SIE model but only utilize the TV appearances.
• Regression(Reg-TV): Polynomial regression is utilized to
predict users tweeting trends according to the TV ads.
• A SIE -SN: Similar to A SIE -TV, A SIE -SN method use only
SN appearances to estimate the activated accounts in
social networks.
• K-nearest neighbors(KNN-SN): Classical learning method
KNN classifies whether a user will be activated by a
majority vote of his k nearest neighbors. Obviously KNN
just needs information of SN appearances.
Evaluation Measures: To evaluate the performance of
all comparison methods, we use three common measures of
accuracy of the prediction:
• mean absolute error (MAE): measures the average of
absolute errors between the prediction results and the
ground-truth. Small MAE implies predictions are close
to the observed value.
• mean square error (MSE): calculates the average squares
deviation of the prediction results with regard to the
ground truth. Smaller value denotes better performance.
• median absolute deviation (MAD): reports the median of
absolute deviations from predictions to the realistic data.
Smaller value of MAD implies the prediction is more
accurate.
Setup: The A SIE model learns parameters from training
data and predict the tweet number of each day. Therefore in
the experiment, we first divide each campaign into two phases.
Data of the initial phase (Mar. 1 - May 31 for “CDC Tips” and
Aug. 1 - Oct. 9 for “Legacy Truth”) is used for training and
the rest of data (Jun. 1 - Jun. 23 for “CDC Tips” and Oct. 10 Oct. 31 for “Legacy Truth”) is for testing. In A SIE, we estimate
the tweets number by predicting the activation probability of
each user, therefore we need to label users who posted tweets
as positive examples, and their activation probabilities are 1.
While their social friends who could see their posts but did not
take actions are negative examples,and the probabilities are 0.
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Fig. 5: Performance comparison with different time windows of “CDC Tips”
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison with different time windows of “Legacy Truth”
As we mentioned, the influence of each appearance will
degrade as time passes in real life. To study the effect of time
window length, we compare the performance of all methods
achieved when the length is set at 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 72
hours and infinity respectively. Both TV stream S tv and SN
stream S sn used in the experiments are sorted according to
broadcasting time and posted time. We also adjusted all local
time to Eastern Standard Time (EST) to make sure the time
sequence is correct.
B. Experiment Results
The results obtained on the “CDC Tips” and the “Legacy
Truth” datasets are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively,
where subfigures correspond to our three evaluation metrics.
CDC Tips: To A SIE itself, the results shown in Fig. 5
illustrate that A SIE’s performance improves with extending
the length of time window as values of all error metrics drop.
For instance, the MAE score obtained by A SIE drops from
200.847 when time window length is 8 hours to 129.754
when length is infinite. Since MSE is squared error, the value
is much larger than MAE score, but A SIE’s score declines
similarly when we enlarge the length of time window. At
the same time, the median of error falls about 68.4 between
8 hours to infinite. The reason of the decline is when the
length of time window extends, users are exposed by more TV
appearances and SN appearances. A SIE get more information
from data, therefore the learned parameters are more accurate
and prediction performance improves.
Comparing with other methods, Fig. 5 demonstrates that
the A SIE model can consistently outperform other baselines
evaluated by all measure metrics. Generally, for the MAE,
MSE and MAD metrics, the error scores obtained by A SIE is
also the lowest among all the comparison methods consistently
for various lengths of time windows. For instance, when
the time window length is 72 hour, the MAE obtained by
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A SIE is 140.892, while the corresponding score of Reg-TV
is 1.747 times of this, and the score obtained by KNNSN is 2.978 times. The observation that A SIE is the best
among these methods demonstrates our claim that utilizing
information from both TV and social network can depict the
social influence of anti-tobacco campaign better.
Besides A SIE, when comparing A SIE-TV with Reg-TV, and
A SIE-SN with KNN-SN in Fig. 5 , we find even only using one
kind of information, the A SIE model still outperforms other
methods. For example, the MAE score of Reg-TV is 1.29 times
of that of A SIE-TV when the length is 40 hours, which is the
least difference between two methods. Meanwhile the MAE
score of KNN-SN is 1.48 times of that of A SIE-SN averagely.
We also discover that methods only using information of TV
ads (A SIE-TV and Reg-TV) achieve better results than those
only utilizing SN information (A SIE-SN and KNN-SN). That
is mainly because tweets related to “CDC Tips” campaign is
much more influenced by TV ads, which is in agreement with
Fig. 2.
Legacy Truth: A SIE shows a similar performance in Fig.
6. With the larger time window, the MAE score decreases
from 50.491 to 14.681, which means the prediction becoming
more accurate. When comparing with other methods, A SIE
still enjoys best results. When the time window length is 72
hours, the MSE score obtained by KNN-SN is 7.93 times of
that of A SIE, and the value of Reg-TV is 5.32 times of that of
A SIE. Since there is a high peak of tweets number in “Legacy
Truth”, A SIE’s good performance illustrates that A SIE is also
effective even in the extreme situation.
While in “Legacy Truth”, the advantage of TV methods
(A SIE-TV and Reg-TV) over SN methods (A SIE-SN and
KNN-SN) is less obvious than that in “CDC Tips”. For
instance, when the time window length is 72 hours, the MAE
score of A SIE-SN is 1.31 times of A SIE-TV in “Legacy
Truth”, while in “CDC Tips”, this value is 1.6. Moreover,

the MAE score of KNN-SN is 1.22 times of that of Reg-TV
in “Legacy Truth”, while this value in “CDC Tips” is 1.71.
It implies using SN information in “Legacy Truth” can get a
better prediction than in “CDC Tips”. This is also a proof that
‘Legacy Truth” campaign conducted a better social marketing.
VI. R ELATED WORKS
The research on anti-tobacco mass media campaigns attracts
scientists in multiple areas, such as public health [10], marketing [23] and communication [14]. Some works [13] [15]
also consider the effect of social media in campaigns. While
as far as we know, we are the first one in computer science
to study the social influence of anti-tobacco campaigns.
In data mining area, social network analysis, especially the
information diffusion in social networks, has been intensively
studied recently [24] [6]. Most of the works regard users in
social network either active or inactive, and information is
propagated from active users to inactive ones along the link
with a diffusion probability. A plentiful models are constructed
to describe this process [9] [17], and among them Independent
Cascade(IC) model and its variant [16] [18] were widely used.
Though some research doubt whether diffusion is the only
reason activating users [3] [2], most existing works neglect
external influence and only focus on internal propagation [29]
[19]. Though [20] and [21] take external events into account,
our paper focus on advertising campaigns, which cannot apply
their model directly.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Based on the evaluation of two campaigns “CDC Tips” and
“Legacy Truth”, we propose the S ITE problem to infer the
social influence of anti-tobacco mass media campaigns. To
solve S ITE, We design the A SIE model, which integrates the
external TV exposures information and the diffusion process
inside the social network. Experiments on these two datasets
shows the A SIE model outperforms other baseline methods on
the predicting users’ tweeting behavior.
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